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2 PREFACE

The NWO Programme Urbanising Deltas of 
the World (UDW) will enter its final stages  
in the coming months. To complement the 
Programme’s ‘Breaking Barriers’ Final 
Conference, this UDW magazine presents  
the stories and results of nine years of 
international delta research. Researchers from 
around the globe have joined forces to carry 
out their research, discuss and compare  
the new insights resulting from them, reflect 
on the applicability of their findings for 
policymakers, and design recommendations 
that can contribute to more sustainable delta 
development in the future.

Why should we be concerned with delta 
regions? Delta regions are often important 
contributors to national economies, and have 
dynamic social and environmental conditions.1 
They are home to a relatively large proportion 
of the world’s population (7%) compared to 
their land area (1%), and population dynamics 
affect conditions in the deltas in a variety of 
ways. The increasing pressure of current and 
future social and environmental changes 
related to ecological conditions, political 
decisions, urbanisation and changing 
economies will affect deltas in complex and 
sometimes unforeseen ways. 

As deltas are the estuaries of rivers that pass 
through various regions and/or countries, 
political and industrial decisions taken 
elsewhere can have significant effects on 
delta areas. In addition, global issues related 
to the provision of drinking water, sanitation, 
and water-related hazards (e.g. rising sea 
levels, salinisation) come together in deltas. 
Obtaining a good understanding of deltas’ 
social, environmental and economic realities 
is therefore of particular importance, not only 
to reduce their vulnerability, but also to 
optimise the use of the opportunities that 
deltas and their populations offer.
 
The UDW programme has contributed to 
‘breaking barriers’, which is the theme of its 
final conference: cutting across barriers 
between academic disciplines, and bridging 
barriers between cultural contexts, and 
countries with whom there were previously 
fewer research ties.  Against this backdrop,  
I warmly invite you to peruse this magazine, 
which showcases the themes from the 
programme touched on above. It includes 
several highlights of UDW projects, and 
presents inspiring contributions from delta 
stakeholders and policymakers as well as 
illustrations of conducting delta research. 
‘The conference will provide further 
opportunities for exchanging ideas and 
international comparison of research results.’
I look forward to meeting you all during the 
Breaking Barriers Conference, scheduled to 
take place online from 23 to 25 November 
2021. The conference will provide further 
opportunities for exchanging ideas and 
international comparison of research results.
Finally, I thank you for your interest in 
international delta research and your active 
involvement in the UDW programme over the 
past nine years.

 1 Szabo et al 2016.

‘Obtaining a good understanding of deltas’ 
social, environmental and economic realities 

is of particular importance’

Dear members of the 
delta community,

PROF. DR ISA BAUD 
Chair of NWO UDW Steering Committee
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Operational years

UDW 1

7
Projects awarded

€ 4,600,000

UDW 2

6 

Projects awarded

€ 3,600,000

UDW 3

10 

Projects awarded

€ 1,500,000

Grants awarded for 
23 projects 
Located in 8 countries 
in Africa and Asia

Objectives

UDW programme background 
The research and innovation programme ‘Urbanising 
Deltas of the World’ is a joint initiative of the Dutch 
Research Council and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. Between 2013 and 2021, the programme 
supported international research consortia to conduct 
delta research. This resulted in a variety of new scientific 
insights, ranging from a better understanding of flood 
risk management and water treatment solutions, to tools 
developed to support and improve delta governance 
and planning.
UDW has contributed directly to the Dutch government’s 
international water policy (Netherlands International 

Water Ambition) as well as to the ‘Water for 
Development’ policy of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs. Dutch water expertise is recognised worldwide 
and projects have capitalised on this by initiating 
international partnerships all around the globe. At the 
same time, these partnerships have yielded various 
reflexive insights, not only for the Dutch but for delta 
professionals at large. While deltas are similar in some 
ways, but also very different in others, the UDW 
programme supports international comparison, 
exchange and reflection when it comes to sustainable 
delta management.

 Visit UDW website

Urbanising Deltas of the World

2012 2021

Ghana 
Mozambique

     South Africa 

Bangladesh
India

Vietnam
Indonesia

The Netherlands

Knowledge and research
Developing new 
fundamental knowledge, 
insights and analytical 
tools to better understand 
and respond to challenges 
in deltaic societies.

Relevance for development
Addressing societal 
challenges and provide 
new perspectives for 
action to reduce poverty, 
increase resilience and 
act upon inequality.

Capacity to innovate
Enhancing the capabilities 
of individuals and 
organisations to apply and 
implement knowledge-
based evidence, tools and 
technologies in practice 
and policy. 

Innovation & business 
development
Valorisation of research 
and knowledge to open 
markets and improve  
the future competitive 
position of businesses. 

Capacity building in numbers

30 PhD students

18 Postdoctoral researchers

https://www.nwo.nl/en/researchprogrammes/urbanising-deltas-world-udw
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The aim of the UDW programme was to contribute 
to global water safety and food security, and 
sustainable economic development in river deltas 
worldwide, by providing more effective and  
efficient responses to increasing pressure and 
rapid changes in these areas.  

Strategic 
Objectives 
UDW

T 
he rationale of the programme 
is to address the ‘significant 
knowledge gaps in the 
understanding of complex 

delta systems’. UDW pursued 
making an impact through funding 
inter-and transdisciplinary research 
and providing effective and efficient 
responses to challenges related to 
climate change and population 
growth, with a central focus on 
making knowledge work for 
inclusive development of deltaic 
societies. 
 
The programme is also set up 
around partnerships between 
researchers and practitioners from 
the Netherlands and developing 
countries. The programme promotes 
integrated and implementation-
oriented research approaches that 
go beyond academia, involving end 
users and engaging with policy 
development.

The UDW programme’s objectives were fourfold:

Knowledge and research
Developing new fundamental knowledge, insights and analytical tools to 
better understand and respond to challenges in deltaic societies.

Relevance for development
Addressing societal challenges and providing new perspectives for 
action to reduce poverty, increase resilience and act upon inequality.  
The aim was to accomplish this through increasing resilience and acting 
upon inequality by:
– Designing or adapting policies;
– Improving interventions;
– Delivering applicable tools and technologies.

Capacity to innovate
Enhancing the capabilities of individuals and organisations to apply and 
implement knowledge-based evidence, tools and technologies in 
practice and policy. This objective contributed to increasing global water 
safety, water and food security, and to sustainable economic 
development in deltas.

Innovation & business development
Valorising research and knowledge to open markets and improve the 
future competitive position of businesses. This aimed to add new value  
to processes, products, services, technologies, policies and ideas.
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In Vietnam there is a rapidly growing concern about 
land subsidence and salt water intrusion as a major risk 
for the long-term sustainability of the Mekong delta. 
The Urbanising Deltas of the World (UDW) research 
project Rise and Fall has substantially contributed to 
putting these issues high on the agenda of Vietnamese 
policy makers. The interrelatedness of multiple delta 
problems makes it a challenge to formulate specific 
actions: land subsidence is strongly related to 
excessive extraction of groundwater, and affects the 
presence of saline water in the delta.

Rise 
and Fall

1  This opinion is on personal title and does neither represent the view of the Vietnam Institute of Geosciences and 
Mineral Resources nor the Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment.

Dr Nguyen Quoc Dinh1, 
Head of Economic Geology 
and Geomatics Department 
of the Vietnam Institute of 
Geosciences and Mineral 
Resources (VIGMR),  
under the Ministry of 
Natural Resources and 

Environment, underscores the relevance of the project’s 
findings and notes its dissemination activities. He says:  
‘I was no formal project member, but got interested in 
their work and got engaged in dissemination activities. 
They managed to reach the general public with their 
findings. This contributed to putting the topic of land 
subsidence higher on the political agenda.’ 
 
Dr Dinh’s Institute is responsible for land subsidence 
research. He notices that various ministries are getting 
interested in the topic, initiate new research, and are 
developing policies in response to land subsidence.  
‘Our collective objective is to achieve sustainable 
management of the Mekong delta. A better understanding 
of how various factors contribute to land subsidence,  
and possible responses, can help to achieve this.’ 
 

 Read full project storyline 
 
NUFFIC, the Partners for Water programme and the EU 
Marie Curie funds (application by Dr Philip Minderhoud) 
have all financed follow-up projects. Also a project in the 
Connecting Worlds of Knowledge call builds on results  
of the Rise & Fall project.  CWoK project 
 

 Watch the recent masterclass

Workshop on groundwater dynamics and salt 
water intrusion in the Mekong delta 

P 
roject leader professor Piet 
Hoekstra from Utrecht 
University has been working 
extensively in Indonesia and 

Vietnam. He explains that land 
subsidence is prominent in Asian 
deltas, but that the extent, cause 
and potential mitigating measures 
are considered sensitive issues. 

He explains: ‘In the past, land subsidence was often 
regarded as a fully natural process, specific to a delta’s 
geomorphology. Only recently the impact of human 
activities on land subsidence started to be 
acknowledged more widely. The Rise and Fall project 
contributed to getting the debate on land subsidence 
on the political agenda.’ 
 
In Vietnam, land subsidence is a growing concern 
among government officials. Detailed knowledge on the 
topic was lacking. The Rise and Fall project came at the 
right time to conduct joint research with Vietnamese 
partners, and showed that rates of land subsidence are 
much higher than assumed earlier. 
 

https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/rise-and-fall-awareness-land-subsidence-mekong-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V1zgrYcm5Q8
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R 
ecent research shows that growing uncertainty  
about the timing and availability of water, which 
are both influenced by climate change, is one of 
the more pressing issues currently felt by farmers. 

For example, a late start of the rainy season, or having 
too much water when rivers unexpectedly flood, cause 
direct yield damage and food insecurity. By means of 
combining expert-based weather forecasts with local 
weather knowledge, the Waterapps project develops 
tailor-made water information services with and for 
farmers in peri-urban areas of Ghana and Bangladesh.  

An interview with principal 
investigator Erik van Slobbe 
from Wageningen University 
& Research: ‘Farming is 
always about dealing with 
uncertainties along other 
issues like land rights, the 
project addresses this 
challenge by improving water 
information services for and 

with farmers in Ghana and Bangladesh.’ In the project, 
mobile phone technology is combined with weather 
forecasting models and local weather knowledge in  
an attempt to develop tailored water information to 
improve water and food security. 

Professor Dilip Kumar 
Datta, Khulna University, 
reflects on the relevance 
of his project and its 
follow-up . ‘Growing higher 
value crops is essential in 
further delta development. 
However, climate and 
weather risks of the crops 

are also growing. An important adaptation strategy is to 
become better informed about weather and climate 
variability and change. In the WATERAPPS research, 
farmers initiated ‘weather clubs ’; informal arrangements 
of farmers and agricultural officers to share information, 
and learn to better adapt in response to weather and 
climate forecasts.’ 

On 8 July 2021, a regional UDW knowledge exchange 
event was organised about how the Waterapps 
FarmerSupport app for climate information and also the 
MOTA tool as developed through the UDW Strategic 
Delta Planning project can help to address delta 
challenges.  

 Watch short project movie     Full project storyline

Follow up initiatives

 CWoK project WATERAPPscale

WaterappsGetting familiar with mobile phone 
technology for weather forecasting

Water management in urban deltas should 
also consider dynamics of land use and 
population growth. The complexity of this 
task is even more felt in peri-urban 
agricultural areas, because the availability of 
water for agricultural purposes is sometimes 
at odds with needs of other nearby urban 
water users. The UDW Waterapps projects, 
and its follow-up Connecting Worlds of 
Knowledge project WATERAPPscale, aim to 
provide better weather and climate forecasts 
to help farmers in agricultural decision-
making.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.spacewek.farmersupport
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.spacewek.farmersupport
https://strategic-delta-planning.un-ihe.org/sites/strategic-delta-planning.un-ihe.org/files/mota_manual_-_version_2_31_mar._2020.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9jmtUxrNmE
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/tailor-made-information-services-delta-management
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
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T 
he Port of Tema, located in Ghana, served as a case 
study. Together with Ghanaian academic institutes, 
NGOs, local communities and the Ghanaian Ports 
and Harbours Authority (GPHA) project staff 

conducted research on potential ecosystem-based 
design options for port improvement. Lessons learned 
from the expansion of the Maasvlakte II, part of the Port 
of Rotterdam, were incorporated in discussions with 
GPHA and Tema port authorities about improvement 
plans. By doing so, the project was able not only to 
conduct research but also to stimulate exchange of 
ecosystem-based design ideas between Dutch and 
Ghanaian stakeholders. 

‘The project emphasises two 
topics which are key to 
sustainable port 
development,’ says project 
leader professor (emeritus) 
Tiedo Vellinga from TU Delft. 
‘The first is stakeholder 
participation. It is essential to 
work with a broad network of 

stakeholders, disciplines and those likely affected by a 
new port or plans for expansion. The second is attention 
for ecosystem-based design principles. Instead of 
conventional construction designs, ecosystem-based 
principles provide guidance on how to build or redesign 
a port with less impact on the environment, instead 
contributing to natural values through co-creation.’ 

Professor Kwasi Appeaning 
Addo from the University of 
Ghana observed that there 
now are active interactions 
between the GPHA and his 
university. ‘As a result of our 
collaboration, GHPA has sent 
staff over for capacity 
building trainings and I was 
invited to present to the 

board of directors on the research project’s core themes 
and insights. The project has paved the way for further 
collaboration with GPHA and has stimulated sustainable 
port development in Ghana.’

Professor Jill Slinger (TU 
Delft) has coordinated the 
stakeholder engagement, 
research uptake and 
impact. ‘The most 
challenging component of 
the project was designing 
a transdisciplinary 
engagement strategy to 

accommodate a range of stakeholders from local 
fisherman, to traditional leaders, town planners and port 
employees from stevedores to the port director. We also 
included port-related businesses both in Ghana and The 
Netherlands. I am particularly proud of one output of the 
project, the  book Voices on Sustainable Ports in Africa: 
Stories from Tema Port, Ghana. It captures the stories of 
all those engaged with ports and port environments in 
Ghana and beyond.’

 Read full storyline

Follow up initiatives
The follow-up project in the UDW Connecting Worlds of 
Knowledge call is called DIADeM- ‘Design for Inclusive 
and Adaptive Delta Management’. New partners from 
South Africa joined the Sustainable Ports in Africa team 
to produce learning material on how to design and 
implement such a stakeholder-inclusive, ecosystem-
based approach. The primary case in the Beyond 
Engineering: Building with Nature 2x Massive Open 
Online Course that was produced, is the Port of Tema 
and her stakeholders.  In the spring of 2020 over 600 
learners were taught to use Social Design Principles in 
developing more effective and sustainable hydraulic 
infrastructure, with an emphasis on delta, coastal and 
port environments. 

 CWoK project ‘DIADeM’

Sustainable Port 
Development in 

Ghana and beyond

Ports play an important role in sustaining economic activities in many 
deltas. As transportation hubs they connect open seas with a delta’s 
hinterland. At the same time, the construction or expansion of ports 
can negatively impact the natural environment and social-economic 
activities of communities living near project sites. Movements of ships 
and cargo handling in or nearby ports present an environmental risk.  
At the same time various design options exist to stimulate sustainable 
port development. The Integrated and Sustainable Port Development 
project (ISPD) has placed these topics centre stage by working 
together with ports in Ghana and beyond.

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3Ab9df3281-4016-41e7-91ca-f07ebef8b434
https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3Ab9df3281-4016-41e7-91ca-f07ebef8b434
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/sustainable-port-development-ghana-and-beyond
https://www.edx.org/course/beyond-engineering-building-with-nature?index=product&queryID=42e73df6ac36a29f6e809f04fb2416fc&position=2
https://www.edx.org/course/beyond-engineering-building-with-nature?index=product&queryID=42e73df6ac36a29f6e809f04fb2416fc&position=2
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
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Project overview

UDW 1 
 Delta-MAR: Governance and 

hydrogeological prerequisites for 
sustainable water supply through 
MAR systems in urbanizing deltas, 

applied to Bangladesh

 Shifting Grounds: Institutional 
transformation, enhancing 

knowledge and capacity to manage 
groundwater security in peri-urban 

Ganges delta systems

 Strengthening strategic delta 
planning processes in Bangladesh, 

the Netherlands, Vietnam and 
beyond

 Adaptive delta management: 
development, acculturation, and 
dissemination in Bangladesh and 

Indonesia

 Rise and Fall: strategies for the 
subsiding and urbanising 

Mekong Delta (Vietnam) facing 
increasing salt water intrusion

 Sustainable freshwater supply in 
urbanizing Maputo, Mozambique

 Hydro-Social Deltas
in Bangladesh

UDW 2 
 CORE Bangladesh: COmmunity 

REsilience through rapid 
prototyping of flood proofing 

technologies

 Living polders: dynamic polder 
management for sustainable 

livelihoods, applied to Bangladesh

 DELTAP: an integrative approach 
for smart small-scale piped water 

supply in the Ganges-Brahmaputra-
Meghna Delta

 Integrated and Sustainable Port 
Development in Ghana and beyond

 Waterapps: Water information 
services for sustainable food 

production in peri-urban delta areas 
in Ghana and Bangladesh

 ENTIRE: ENabling susTainable 
Industrial development in 

Vietnamese delta’s: REducing, 
recycling and multi-sourcing 

industrial water

UDW 3 
 CPSF: Implementing a novel 

Cascade Polyculture system for 
climate change adaptation of the 

Shrimp Farming sector in the 
Mekong Delta

 WATERAPPscale – upscaling 
WATERAPPS information services 
for sustainable food production in 

peri-urban delta areas in 
Bangladesh

 Think or Sink: Visualizing 
groundwater reserves and 

subsidence in the Mekong Delta to 
support awareness and policy-

making

 DIY Methodology for water and 
hygiene in urbanizing deltas in 

Ghana

 Supporting Integrated Urban 
Water approaches for urbanizing 
Maputo through capacity building 

and advocacy activities

 Enhancing Local Capability 
(Practical design study) for 

mainstreaming MAR in Coastal 
Areas of Bangladesh (MAR-CAB)

 Extending the Planning Toolkit 
for Strategic Delta Plan 

Implementation in Bangladesh

 Capacity development in Ghana, 
South Africa, the Netherlands (and 
beyond) through an Open Online 
Course: Design for Inclusive and 

Adaptive Delta Management 
(DIADeM)

 Capacity for Participatory 
Institutional Analysis

 TAPP-BDP: a participatory tool 
towards end-user inclusive 

implementation of safe water supply 
within the Bangladesh Delta Plan

Click on the projects for more information

https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/bangladesh-coastal-aquifers
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/bangladesh-coastal-aquifers
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/bangladesh-coastal-aquifers
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/bangladesh-coastal-aquifers
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/bangladesh-coastal-aquifers
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-local-governance-address-peri-urban-groundwater-challenges-ganges-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-local-governance-address-peri-urban-groundwater-challenges-ganges-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-local-governance-address-peri-urban-groundwater-challenges-ganges-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-local-governance-address-peri-urban-groundwater-challenges-ganges-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-local-governance-address-peri-urban-groundwater-challenges-ganges-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/advancing-strategic-delta-planning
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/advancing-strategic-delta-planning
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/advancing-strategic-delta-planning
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/advancing-strategic-delta-planning
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/rise-and-fall-awareness-land-subsidence-mekong-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/rise-and-fall-awareness-land-subsidence-mekong-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/rise-and-fall-awareness-land-subsidence-mekong-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/rise-and-fall-awareness-land-subsidence-mekong-delta
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/waste-resource-recycling-maputos-wastewater
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/waste-resource-recycling-maputos-wastewater
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/flows-water-flows-people
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/flows-water-flows-people
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/prototyping-flood-proofing-innovations-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/prototyping-flood-proofing-innovations-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/prototyping-flood-proofing-innovations-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/prototyping-flood-proofing-innovations-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/living-polders-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/living-polders-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/living-polders-bangladesh
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/sustainable-port-development-ghana-and-beyond
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/sustainable-port-development-ghana-and-beyond
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/tailor-made-information-services-delta-management
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/tailor-made-information-services-delta-management
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/tailor-made-information-services-delta-management
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/tailor-made-information-services-delta-management
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919320
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919320
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919320
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919320
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919320
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919322
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919323
https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/w-076919327
https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/w-076919327
https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/w-076919327
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919313-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919313-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919313-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919313-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919316-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919316-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919316-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919316-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919302
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919302
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919302
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919306
https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/w-076919307-0
https://www.nwo.nl/projecten/w-076919307-0
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919309
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919309
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919309
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919309
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Sustainable Port Development
Canoes on the beach and fishing at sea at 
Prampram, a coastal town in the Greater Accra 
Region of Ghana
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Sustainable Port Development
Tema Port, along the Gulf of Guinea in the 
southeastern part of Ghana
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I 
n recent years the Dutch Research Council 
and the Inclusive Green Growth department 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have 
co-financed the Urbanising Deltas of the 

World programme. Deltas are complex 
systems and important centres of economic 
activity, which often host dense human 
populations. The natural environment, 
man-made physical and economic 
infrastructure, food production and 
governance all interact continuously. Global 
change patterns such as climate change, 
population growth, and changes that are 
induced or required by development put 
increasing pressure on a large portion of the 
world’s population living in deltas. Given that 
deltas are home to a large and increasing 
number of vulnerable communities, while 
fulfilling crucial roles in food and industrial 
production, it is paramount to reduce 
vulnerability and create sustainable contexts 

for poverty reduction and economic 
development, as well as strengthening the 
resilience of communities and institutions in 
these deltas. The UDW programme was ahead 
of its time by focusing not only on gaining 
knowledge about the functioning of delta 
systems, reducing poverty and enhancing 
resilience, but also by prioritising co-operation 
with local partners to address delta-related 
problems and working together on sustainable 
solutions.

UDW is a science- and knowledge-based 
programme, but it has real impact on the 
ground. Bangladesh is one example of a 
country where this impact is visible. The 
research here is related to the Bangladesh 
Delta Plan 2100, and provides Bangladeshi 
partners – mostly universities and government 
research centres – with the capacities 
required to apply newly-generated knowledge 
and use the research results to help develop 
improved delta management policies. 
Managed Aquifer Recharge to overcome 
salinity problems in the coastal area is such an 
example. The concept was developed in 
previous phases and is technically feasible; 
the challenge lies in the uptake, and in 
improving the capacity of local organisations 
to put it into practice. Another very visible 
example is the upscaling of the use of water 
apps that provide farmers with information 
services necessary for agriculture production.

From many years of collaboration, useful 
lessons have been learned that are applicable 
in other deltas around the world as well. As 
there are still many research and knowledge 
gaps that need to be addressed, especially 
when it comes to climate change and adaptive 
water management, the Dutch Embassy in 
Dhaka decided to make an additional financial 
contribution to the UDW programme in 
Bangladesh (Connecting Worlds of 
Knowledge). This contribution is specifically to 
help translate earlier UDW research results 
into innovative delta management and explore 
the applicability of outcomes in other deltas, 
for instance in Mozambique or Ghana. We 
trust that UDW’s deliverables will contribute 
to creating more resilient and sustainable 
communities, and will help to achieve the 
water-related SDGs.

‘From many years of collaboration, useful 
lessons have been learned that are applicable 

in other deltas around the world as well’

Impact on  
the ground

KARIN ROELOFS   
Head Water Division, Inclusive Green Growth Department
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
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Online international seminar ‘Building 
bridges for Delta interventions’

8th of July 2021

Participants crossed scales and domains to 
engaging local stakeholders using the MOTA and 
WaterApps tools. With a strong focus on practical 
use of delta innovation, the seminar consisted of 

presentations, a panel discussion and short video 
presentations of impact stories.

 Long Hoang (long.hoang@wur.nl)

 More on www.nwo.nl

Road to the Final 
Conference – 
Regional EventsThe Urbanising Deltas of the World Research 

Programme concluded with five regional events 
and an upcoming final conference. 

Online workshop ‘Communicating 
Delta Research’

6th of July 2021

Workshop participants could choose between 
developing a storyline, or creating an infographic, 

about their research work. The hands-on workshop 
provided ideas and digital skills to use innovative 

tools to communicate delta research.

 Martijn van Staveren (martijn@watermatters.nl)

 More on www.nwo.nl

Online Masterclass series  
‘Delta Research’

15th/22nd/29th of September + 6th of October 2021

Researchers from the NWO-UDW programme 
presented and discussed their state-of-the-art 

knowledge on various topics related to sustainable 
development of urbanising deltas, with a regional 

focus on South and Southeast Asia.

 Jaap Evers (j.evers@un-ihe.org)

 More on www.nwo.nl

Cross-continental webinar ‘Paths  
to a Sustainable Water Future’

23rd of September 2021

Four UDW projects from four different delta 
regions across two continents jointly organised 

an interactive webinar with the objective of 
sharing knowledge, challenges and 

opportunities for a sustainable water future.

 Sophie Oostelbos (s.f.oostelbos@tudelft.nl)

 More on www.nwo.nl

Final Conference UDW 
23rd/24th/25th of November 2021

Save the dates! We will celebrate the UDW programme and explore its outcomes, 
lessons, and future prospects.

 udw@nwo.nl    More on www.nwo.nl

mailto:long.hoang%40wur.nl?subject=
https://www.nwo.nl/en/meetings/udw-online-international-seminar-building-bridges-delta-interventions
mailto:martijn%40watermatters.nl?subject=
https://www.nwo.nl/en/meetings/udw-online-workshop-communicating-delta-research
mailto:j.evers%40un-ihe.org?subject=
https://www.nwo.nl/en/meetings/udw-online-masterclass-series-delta-research
mailto:s.f.oostelbos%40tudelft.nl?subject=
https://www.nwo.nl/en/meetings/udw-cross-continental-webinar-paths-sustainable-water-future
mailto:udw%40nwo.nl?subject=
https://www.nwo.nl/en/breaking-barriers-urbanising-deltas-world-final-conference
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VISION DELTA EXPERT

HENK OVINK
Special Envoy for International Water Affairs
Sherpa to the United Nations and World Bank Group’s High Level 
Panel on Water

N 
o matter where you are in the world – in Ghana, 
Bangladesh, Vietnam, Indonesia, Mozambique, 
India, South Africa; in Europe or in the Americas – 
water is life. It helps build a better future and 

inform sustainable actions, and it helps bring us 
together. The understanding, skills and philosophies that 
have been developed by societies with long histories of 
interaction with their natural surroundings, such as 
deltas, inform decision-making about the fundamental 
aspects of life, from day-to-day activities to longer-term 
actions. The Urbanising Deltas of the World research 
programme has done just that: gathering, sharing and 
learning from deltas worldwide. And that international 
sharing and partnering, forging coalitions across 
sectors, backgrounds, and cultures, is of critical 
importance to progress on sustainable development 
and climate action.

Deltas are hotspots of both water and climate 
challenges: the climate crisis is a water crisis. Nine out 
of ten natural disasters are water-related. Between 2001 
and 2018, droughts, floods, landslides and storms 
caused over US $1,700 billion in damage worldwide 
according to the UN, and impacting over 3.4 billion 
people, the majority in Asia. In addition, we are depleting 

our natural water supplies at a ruinous rate, and sea 
level rise is jeopardising our cities and deltas. Learning 
from deltas worldwide informs the policies, practices 
and progress we need.

We all know that preparedness pays off, offering a return 
on investment of five times or more for climate 
resiliency. We need to prepare boldly, comprehensively 
and inclusively for tomorrow’s extremes. Our existing 
human-made systems are simply not fit for that future. 
Our cities are built on hard structures. No capacity to 
hold the rains overflowing our stormwater facilities, no 
climate-proof parks or green roofs. No sewage systems 
that can stand up to these extreme events. We have 
destroyed our natural systems too. Our delta rivers are 
channelled up, urbanised and covered by infrastructure 
and buildings. While these natural systems used to 
meander, shrink and grow depending on their flows, they 
are now stuck in human-made barriers, designed and 
engineered according to outdated standards.

When will we learn to do better? To mitigate while 
adapting, prepare before responding, and invest 
everything we have in a sustainable future, leaving no 
one behind? We have no choice, but lessons learned are 
costly. Yet we have every opportunity to change course 
now, with water as the leverage for sustainable 
development and climate action: simultaneously 
tackling social, economic, cultural and ecological delta 
challenges.

We need a new approach, one that is rigorously 
inclusive, innovative and comprehensive, with everything 
and everyone working together from beginning to end. 
An approach through which future understanding 
becomes an inspiration and drives innovation forward, 
and that includes everyone in the process – bankers and 
investors, policy-makers and politicians, community 
leaders, NGOs, academics and businesses. This 
demands global co-operation in forging global and local 
coalitions, learning by partnering, cutting across all 
sectors and silos in society. Because with a better 
collective understanding of the future, we can gain a 
better idea of how to fund innovations arising from that 
understanding. Using water as leverage to develop 
catalytic projects that impact and prepare our society 
and our planet for our ever-more-challenging future. 
Projects that can be replicated and scaled for global 
delta resiliency.

Water’s 
transformative 
capacity to leverage  
and scale delta resiliency 
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However, more integration and integrated 
approaches in programmes and projects are 
needed. The SDGs have been divided into 17 
focus areas, but in reality the challenges for 
each goal are strongly intertwined. In order to 
achieve inclusive and sustainable 
development on a global level, integration of 
efforts is essential: no SDG should be 
approached in isolation. 

To avoid such isolation, the new Dutch 
Scientific Research Agenda proposes a 
systems approach towards achieving the 
SDGs. This means that the conventional 

approach towards studying, and attempts to 
improve our environment, its infrastructures 
and social networks, should be carried out 
from a systems perspective. The behaviour  
of systems, including deltas, cannot be 
understood ‘simply’ by studying their 
environmental dynamics. In deltas, all 
elements play a role. There is no clear cause-
consequence relation, but a complex interplay 
of environmental delta system dynamics, their 
infrastructures, land-use functions, and not 
least the inhabitants. In interaction, this 
shapes whether a delta system moves towards 
long-term sustainability or away from it.  
A systems approach offers new perspectives 
for future research efforts, aimed at achieving 
sustainable delta management.

UDW’s contribution to the SDGs

T 
he ultimate aim of the UDW programme is to 
contribute to global water safety and food security, 
and sustainable economic development in river 
deltas worldwide, by providing more effective and 

efficient responses to increasing pressure and rapid 
changes in these areas. By doing so, the programme 
operates within the framework of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs). It has contributed to three 
SDGs in particular: SDG1 (no poverty), SDG2 (zero 
hunger) and SDG6 (clean water and sanitation). The 
programme has primarily invested in conducting 
scientific research in order to support knowledge-based 
policies and decision-making for sustainable delta 
management, but also stresses the importance of 

implementation of findings, relevance for development, 
capacity-building and innovation.  
Nearly all UDW projects have demonstrated a clear link 
with achieving SDG6 in various ways – by contributing 
to Integrated Water Resources Management, improved 
water governance, developing Water, Sanitation and 
Hygiene technologies, wastewater reuse or treatment, 
water security and safety, and attention to groundwater 
management. Several UDW projects also displayed a 
strong connection with delta food systems: from better 
insights into climate and weather forecasts for food 
production, to sustainable polder management and 
agricultural farming systems (SDGs 1 and 2).  

‘  No SDG should be approached in isolation’

Towards integrated approaches for SDGs

sustainable delta management

https://2.wetenschapsagenda.nl/route/sustainable-development-goals-voor-inclusieve-mondiale-ontwikkeling/
https://2.wetenschapsagenda.nl/route/sustainable-development-goals-voor-inclusieve-mondiale-ontwikkeling/
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T 
wo UDW projects and one follow-up 
project investigated master planning in 
delta management. The formulation of 
the Bangladesh Delta Plan 2100 and the 

Mekong Delta Plan were based on a Dutch 
approach towards master planning. In 
Indonesia, large-scale projects were analysed 
from the perspective of adaptive delta 
management. 
What can be learnt from these research 
projects, which investigated topics such as 
policy transfer, stakeholder engagement, and 
the development of tools to support decision-
making in delta management?
A first insight is that policy transfer should  
be considered to be a two-way process – 
meaning that both Dutch and international 
partners can benefit from the exchange  
of ideas and concepts, and reflexivity on  
the underlying approach towards delta 
management. 

Second, all projects underscore the relevance 
of the timely involvement of stakeholders.  
This includes government staff, researchers, 
experts, and, not least, local communities and 
their representational platforms. If too much 
attention is paid to the plan development 
phase and too little to the consultation and 
implementation phase, it will be difficult to 
execute the recommendations made in a 
 delta plan.
Finally, as delta management is complex  
and touches upon various sectors and the 
interests of multiple stakeholders 
simultaneously, tools can help to conceptualise 
or simplify the effect of certain measures or 
implementation projects. 

Read the articles

 Advancing strategic delta planning

  Improving adaptive delta management in 
Bangladesh and Indonesia

    CWoK follow-up project ‘Extending the 
Planning Toolkit’

Master planning

https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/advancing-strategic-delta-planning
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/improving-adaptive-delta-management-bangladesh-and-indonesia
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919302
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/w-076919302
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U 
rban water technology has 
been the central topic of at 
least three UDW projects,  
with several others touching 

on the topic as well. As projects  
are reaching completion, which 
multidisciplinary insights about 
urban water technology can be 
highlighted? The UDW projects 
Shifting Grounds, ENTIRE  
and Sustainable Urban Water 
Management in Maputo share 
cross-cutting observations  
based on research conducted in  
various deltas around the world: 
Bangladesh, India, Vietnam and 
Mozambique.

While each of the three projects  
has its own focus, collectively  
all projects make a case  
for interdisciplinary or 
transdisciplinary research.  
In this instance, this means not  

only conducting research on the 
technological challenges of, for 
example, water reuse, but also 
research on understanding the 
governance arrangement relevant 
to such a challenge. Governance 
arrangements, the institutional 
network, and the roles and 
responsibilities of various actors  
can all influence whether a 
technological challenge can be 
solved. 

To return to the technological 
dimension, all projects underscore 
the importance of adopting a 
practice-oriented mindset while 
conducting research. How can 
technological interventions or 
solutions address an issue, and how 
can they be accepted and used  
by local communities? Such 
technologies, whether they are new 
wastewater treatment facilities or 

low-tech drinking water purification 
solutions, should be manageable  
for local communities or partners, 
especially after completion of a 
project.

A third message concerns the 
challenge of striking a balance 
between long-term academic 
research work on one hand, and  
the need for relatively short-term 
impact at local level on the other. 
Particularly when it comes to 
projects that have an applied 
research objective, it is important  
to implement pilots early on in  
the project, as well as develop 
concept technologies and test new 
approaches in practice. It helps to 
think about which ‘no-regret’ actions 
you could potentially undertake, 
with sufficient levels of confidence 
and based on acceptable risks. 

Urban water technology

The Shifting Grounds project investigated 
options for the safe use of groundwater. 
ENTIRE conducted research on the 
opportunities for wastewater reuse in 
industrial zones in Vietnam. The Sustainable 
Urban Water Management in Maputo 
project looked at technological innovations 
for wastewater reuse in urban agriculture 
and industries.

More information

  Safe water supply in Bangladesh  
and India 

 ENTIRE project storylines

 Recycling Maputo’s waste water

https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/crossing-frontiers-challenge-transdisciplinary-research
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/safe-water-supply-bangladesh-and-india
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/waste-resource-recycling-maputos-wastewater
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/wastewater-reuse-industrial-zones-vietnam
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Story of Romana | Rishkawala

Story of Rezaul | Rishkawala

Story of Chibol | Rishkawala

Dulal Bhai’s experience with 
passengers | Episode 1 | Rishkawala

Dulal Bhai’s experience with 
passengers | Episode 2 | Rishkawala

Story of Rafiq Bhai | Rishkawala

Cameras 
as Research 
Tools

In 
an innovative fashion, the project 

‘Hydrosocial Deltas’ made use of  

video cameras as a research tool.  

Both rickshaw pullers and customers  

in Bangladesh’s capital Dhaka have been  

interviewed and filmed while commuting from 

one place to another. By actively engaging with 

them while conducting research, the project 

accessed a neglected group of stakeholders in 

urban mobility. The interview recordings were 

used for academic analysis, but also to develop 

six short movies by the film company Goophy 

Bagha Productions. These ‘infotainment’ movies 

provide a unique glimpse of the lives of rickshaw 

pullers and their motivation to migrate to urban 

areas.

Want to read more on this project?
 Visit nwo.nl

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAkSU_RUf-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zGi6RyrPZtQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICxTt7XWW4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCSAyfkZzC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CCSAyfkZzC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JdUExJlO5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7JdUExJlO5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gtgn7LCec-E
https://www.nwo.nl/en/cases/flows-water-flows-people
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‘A 
socio-hydro-geologist’ is how Professor Kazi 
Matin Ahmed would now describe himself. While 
his training means that he is specialised in the 
field of geology, his decades-long career has 

made him increasingly aware of the importance of 
interdisciplinary research approaches. The DeltaMAR 
project in particular stressed such a perspective on 
groundwater research. The project combined natural 
sciences approaches to identifying potential 
groundwater extraction points with social sciences 
methodologies to understand the role of institutions and 
governance models in groundwater management. We 
spoke to Professor Ahmed to reflect on his involvement 
in the UDW and collaborations with Dutch organisations.

‘Besides adopting a interdisciplinary approach, I’m 
especially proud of the capacity-building and training 
results we have achieved in the UDW projects,’ he says. 
‘Many Bangladeshi students choose to work abroad, so 
it is very important that we build sufficient capacity for 
all the challenges Bangladesh is facing in terms of delta 

development and groundwater management in 
particular. Also, on a personal level it was inspiring to 
learn from each other, particularly from the Dutch 
researchers. It is important to invest time to understand 
one another, as we have different professional 
backgrounds and pay attention to different things.’

As for lessons learned, Professor Ahmed recommends 
balancing the time spent in each country. ‘While most of 
the fieldwork took place in Bangladesh, the majority of 
supervisory and project co-ordination work took place  
in the Netherlands. This meant that not all supervisors 
were able to take part in day-to-day supervision on an 
equal footing. At the time we were still used to in-person 
meetings. Switching to online modes of work helped to 
balance our co-operation.’ 

Ahmed was also involved in the UDW Deltap project, 
which aimed at improving small-scale piped water 
supply systems (SPWSs) in areas with high arsenic 
concentrations in Bangladesh and India. He now 
co-ordinates a UDW MAR-CAB project on enhancing 
local capacities to mainstream managed aquifer 
recharge in coastal areas of Bangladesh. 

Involvement in high-level committees
In addition to his academic position, Ahmed acts as a 
government advisor on groundwater management. He is 
a member of two current committees that have drafted  
a national strategy on the application of MAR for 
sustainable groundwater management, currently under 
review by the government. ‘My involvement in the 
Delta-MAR and MAR-CAB projects helped to contribute 
directly and effectively to these committees along with 
using my other research-based experiences. It’s a good 
way to make sure that the findings of research projects 
will be taken up and remain embedded in the policy 
circles. After the review and adoption of the strategy,  
the most interesting step will follow: the implementation 
of the plan, with local measures intended to improve 
groundwater management in the saline delta region 
where I hope to play a better role.’

Finally, Professor Ahmed observes lots of potential for 
new research initiatives at regional levels. ‘For example, 
involving Myanmar and India, but also Vietnam  
and Indonesia as we share regional or transboundary 
challenges on delta groundwater management 
challenges like arsenic pollution and salinity. It would  
be great if continued international knowledge creation 
and exchange could be facilitated, with the involvement 
of the Netherlands, in the shape of a new UDW 
programme.’

Engaging policy and 
building capacity 

through UDW research

‘It is very important that we build 
sufficient capacity for all the challenges 

Bangladesh is facing in terms of 
delta development and groundwater 

management in particular.’
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Dr 
Doris van Halem, Associate Professor Drinking 
Water Quality & Treatment and programme 
leader of TU Delft | Water for Impact at Delft 
University of Technology, has been conducting 

research in Bangladesh for more than 15 years. She 
teamed up with Dr Kazi Matin Ahmed, Professor of 
Geology at the University of Dhaka, to develop safer 
small-scale piped water supply systems (SPWSs) in 
response to arsenic contamination in Bangladesh. 
Arsenic occurs naturally in the soil, particularly in deltas, 
and, being toxic, it causes skin diseases and cancer.  
This affects approximately 19 million people in 
Bangladesh, and is therefore an urgent problem and  
one that is felt daily among communities in the central 
and northern districts.

‘I’m motivated by the direct applicability of academic 
research projects,’ Van Halem says. ‘In my domain we 
conduct a lot of research in laboratories, but the real 
thrill is to translate research findings into practical 
interventions that work. Arsenic contamination is no 
abstract concept, but a direct health hazard for millions 
of people that needs to be resolved. In the UDW project, 
we tried to emphasise this on a daily basis. Which 
preliminary findings gave us enough confidence to be 
able to say: this technique or intervention would work?’

In other words, one of the main challenges was 
combining long-term research activities with the 
short-term needs of local communities. PhD trajectories 
often take at least four years, while the urgency of 
developing new technical interventions for water 
filtering is felt on a daily basis. ‘We deliberately decided 
to work with local PhD candidates. The intention  
was that PhDs had the best possible conditions to 
understand local needs and build up relations of trust. 

However, we should also understand that this is an 
additional stressor. It created expectations of quick 
results.’ A recommendation in this area would be to 
enable collaboration with applied research institutes or 
polytechnics. ‘The possibility of demonstrator grants,  
for example, would have benefited us a lot,’ says Van 
Halem. With such grants, practical interventions such  
as pilots, test cases or demonstration sites could be 
realised on the spot, and in parallel to longer-term 
research activities. 

Knowledge dynamics
In the Deltap project, a broad understanding of 
knowledge has been used in an attempt to address the 
topic from multiple angles. ‘For this, we conducted a 
wide spectrum of field research activities, including  
bore hole drillings, testing filters, sampling campaigns, 
household surveys, and importantly, in all cases working 
in co-creation with local students and communities.  
The project also invested in knowledge exchange,  
by means of several capacity-building activities and 
workshops. The project set out to deliver tangible 
solutions, making knowledge valorisation a key aspect, 
leading to translation of insights into (Do-it-Yourself) 
filter designs, popular outreach videos, and a water 
service app for SPWSs.’

Finally, Van Halem mentions that it is important that 
practical needs and locally-felt problems should drive 
research initiatives. ‘For example, I like to see myself as 
an arsenic researcher, instead of a delta researcher. 
Although arsenic contamination is a delta problem,  
the knowledge generated in this project extends beyond 
deltas alone. I therefore prefer to connect to a very 
specific problem, and aim to find ways to resolve or 
circumvent this.’

Balancing long-term 
research trajectories  
with short-term solutions

‘  I like to see myself as 
an arsenic researcher, 
instead of a delta 
researcher.’
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SME entrepreneurship
‘In the CORE Bangladesh project, we 
emphasised a market-oriented perspective on 
the research and application of innovations,’ 
says Veerbeek. ‘We want to construct and  
test new flood proofing innovations, such as 
floating floors, amphibious buildings and 
flood-proof WASH solutions, but this should 
go hand in hand with the development of a 
market and subsequent Small and 

Medium-size Enterprises (SMEs). By doing so, 
even after project completion, such flood 
proofing infrastructures could still be on offer 
and in demand in a market setting.’

Stimulating market developments is not an 
easy task, especially when products and 
innovations are relatively new and untested. 
The market for flood proofing technologies 
was non-existent. ‘We developed and tested  
a range of flood proofing technologies. This 
provided numerous insights into what could 
work and what could not work. For example, 
we learned that floating floors are not easy to 
maintain. Flood-proof WASH solutions may 
help to reduce waterborne disease, but need 
to be improved in terms of privacy as their 
facilities are constructed on top of a pontoon-
based constructed wetland.’ Such insights 
could only be obtained by constructing 
infrastructures within local communities, and 
experiencing their pros and cons in reality. 

Learning space
To follow up on this: local community 
engagement is the key to success. ‘We 
collaborated with local communities around 
Sirajganj. The flood proofing infrastructures 
were constructed in people’s front or back 
yards or by retrofitting existing houses,  
and were in daily use,’ says Veerbeek.  
‘We thus created an open learning space,  
for application and co-design.’ In addition  
to engaging with local communities,  
the project also engaged with governmental 
organisations. As well as the LGED there  
were also the BWDB (Bangladesh Water 
Development Board) and ADB (Asian 
Development Board), which participated  
from the start. The LGED (Local Government 
Engineering Department) became involved  
at a later stage when the project results were 
visible. The LGED is interested in lessons 
learned, such as the need to implement 
infrastructure in consultation with local 
community members, and wants to discuss 
options for future collaboration. 

Opportunities for spinoff
‘While not many details are known yet, there  
is talk of an upcoming urban demonstrators 
programme, initiated by ADB and in 
collaboration with LGED,’ says Veerbeek.  
Such a programme would present a good 
opportunity to stimulate upscaling of the flood 
proofing infrastructures and to contribute to 
the project’s ultimate objective: achieving 
community resilience to flooding by means of 
such infrastructures. 

Advocating innovations  
for flood proofing  
infrastructure

T 
he UDW CORE (COmmunity REsilience through rapid 
prototyping of flood proofing technologies) research project 
focuses on developing and implementing innovative small-
scale flood proofing infrastructure in Bangladesh to enhance 

community resilience. Project partners test 
such innovations in the city of Sirajganj, 
located on the banks of the Brahmaputra-
Jamuna river about 100 kilometres from the 
country’s capital Dhaka. William Veerbeek, 
together with Professor Chris Zevenbergen 
(IHE Delft) and Professor Shah Alam Khan 
(IWFM-BUET), represents the core team of the 
project. We talked to him about the project’s 
characteristics and opportunities for spinoff. 

Constructing a floating 
floor with PVC tubes and 
recycled PET bottles
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Panel discussion on the 
propositions prepared 
by the keynote speakers 
with:
– Peter de Vries
– Simin Davoudi
– Kazi Matin Ahmed
– Umme Kulsum
 

Thematic session 1

Contextualised knowledge: 
What have we learned from 
the comparative research?

Session leaders
Dilip Datta and Chris Seijger 
Moderator: Afroza Parvin 

Keynote speaker
Bishawjit Mallick 

Panel
–  Dr Mohammad Aminur 

Rahman Shah (University 
of Glasgow, UK)

–  Kimberly Rogers  
(East Carolina University)

–  Isa Baud 
 (University of Amsterdam) 

Speakers
– Carel Dieperink
–  Pham Dang Manh Hong 

Luan
– Dorien Korbee
– Uthpal Kumar

09.00

1 1 .00

1 1 .30

(11.30-12.30)

13.30

Opening session

Intro chair conference
Andrew Makkinga; practical 
issues

Welcome and introduction 
Isa Baud, Chair of the UDW 
Steering Committee
‘What is UDW and looking at 
the conference programme’ 

Premiere
Meet-UDW intro film by  
Next Blue 

Keynote 
Saleem Huq 
(online from UK)
Deltas in times of Climate 
Debates: what role has 
research to play?

Keynote 
Gabriele Bammer 
(online from  Australia)
–  New research approaches: 

towards integration and 
implementation science

Side event II

Developing delta adaptation 
pathways from 
interdisciplinary approach

Organised by Water, Climate 
and Future Deltas Hub, 
Utrecht University and 
Carthago Consultancy
–  Hans Middelkoop
–  Feroz Islam
–  Frank van Laerhoven
–  Willem van Deursen
–  Annisa Triyanti 

Thematic session 3

Co-creation for innovation 
and governance: 
Connecting bottom-up and 
top-down processes in the 
delta 

Session leaders
Leon Hermans and  
Rebecca Sarku
Moderator
Coleen Vogel 

Guiding Topics
–  Roles of actors in the 

co-creation process,
– Mechanisms, tools or   
 approaches to help 

  connect grassroots 
knowledge and priorities 
in research and 
governance

–  Role of conflict and power 
asymmetries in 
co-creation processes

Keynote speaker
Coleen Vogel

Abstract presenters
–  Sharlene Gomes
–  Nguyen Thanh Binh
–  Muhammad Badrul Hasan

Side event III 

Working on a new 
Knowledge Facility in 
Bangladesh

Workshop on set-up 
Knowledge Facility in 
Bangladesh

Organised by NWO-WOTRO 
and Delta Alliance 
–  Han van Dijk
–  Kim  van Nieuwaal
–  Kazi Matin Ahmed
–  Jelte Verberne

09.00

(09.30-10.30)

1 1 .00

1 1 .30

(11.30-12.30)

13.30

Thematic session  2

From knowledge creation  
to application 

Session leaders
Kazi Matin and  
Doris van Halem 
Moderator
Mahbuba Nasreen –  
Dhaka University (online)

Guiding topics
1  Challenges encountered in 

developing business plans 
from research

2  Follow-up to academic 
research to applied 
research: examples and 
lessons learnt

3  Reach of research results:  
outreach to different fields 
of application

Keynote speaker 
Henk Ovink – NL Water 
Envoy

Abstract presenters 
– Spyros Paparizzos
– Luuk Rietveld
– Annemarie Mink

 

Abstract presenters 
–  Catharien Terwisscha  

van Scheltinga
–  Adriano Mateus Biza
–  Tine te Winkel 
–  Anamika Barua 
–  Vo Thi Minh Hoang

Keynote speaker
Mafidul Islam

Panel
–  Mafidul Islam 
–  Giasuddin Choudhury 
–  Laurent Umans 
– Veena Srinivasan

Side event IV

Final evaluation UDW 
programme 

Organised by NWO-WOTRO 
and Technopolis 
–  Matthias Ploeg
–  Frank van Steenbergen

Closing session

Wrap-up of the conference 
results

Interactive discussion on the 
thematic sessions

Thoughts by the funders
Reflection on the 
conclusions by 
René van Hell (Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs) & Anita 
Hardon (NWO)

Reflection and looking at 
the future
Isa Baud and Maarten van 
Aalst: new plans and the 
harvest of ideas to shape the 
future

09.00

(09.30-10.30)

1 1 .00

1 1 .30

13.30

Thematic session  4

Engaging with policy 
development 

Session Leaders
Wim Douven and  
Shah Alam Kahn 
Moderator
Sophie Oostelbos

Focal Questions
1  What are the major 

challenges to developing 
successful collaboration 

  among policy actors, 
researchers and 
stakeholders?  

2  How can we develop 
effective and efficient 
collaboration among 
policy-makers, researchers 
and stakeholders to 
ensure successful 
translation of research 
outcomes into policy?
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Register here for Opening session

Register here for Thematic session 2

Register here for Thematic session 4 Register here for Closing session

Register here for Thematic session 1

Register here for Thematic session 3

Day 2 – 24 November 

Thematic session 2
From knowledge creation to application

Side event II
Developing delta adaptation pathways from 
interdisciplinary approach

Break 

Thematic session 3
Co-creation for innovation and governance: 
Connecting bottom-up and top-down 
processes in the delta

Side event III
Working on a new Knowledge Facility in 
Bangladesh

End of day 2

Day 3 – 25 November 

Thematic session  4
Engaging with policy development: What 
have we learned? Different approaches, 
successes and tools

Side event IV
Final evaluation UDW programme 

Break

Closing session
From results to future perspectives

End of day 3

Day 1 – 23 November

Opening Session

Break 
 
Thematic session 1
Contextualised knowledge: What have we 
learned from the compara-tive research?

Side event I
PhD showcase videos

End of day 1

Side event I

PhD showcase videos

Contributions by 
– Badrul Hasan – DeltaMAR
–  Celma Niquice – Fresh water reuse 

Maputo
– Minh  Truong  Le – ENTIRE
–  Noor Gulamussen – Fresh water  

reuse Maputo
–  Philip Minderhoud – Rise & Fall 
– Santosh Kumar – DELTAP 
– Kajol Annaduzzaman – DELTAP
– Tran Trang – ENTIRE
– Rebecca Sarku – Waterapps
– Nadia Nowshin – CORE Bangladesh
– Vo Thi Minh Hoang  – Strategic Delta  
 Planning

https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773
https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773/schedule/20211125/80576
https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773/schedule/20211124/80569
https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773/schedule/20211125/77508
https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773/schedule/20211123/80566
https://app.networkapp.com/events/10773/schedule/20211124/80571
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